Domestic Automotive Industry: Consumer Requirements
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Abstract—The article describes a marketing study of commercial vehicle consumers’ preferences, performed with a view to improve the products of the GAZ Group. In the beginning of the article there’s a description of the Russian automobile market status as of the end of 2017, stating the basic development trends. The study reviewed in the article has been performed by the questionnaire survey method and the survey participants were the GAZ automobile brand owners. The study outcome revealed the most popular GAZ brand vehicles, the average service life of this brand’s autos, the frequency of these vehicles’ owners resorting to the car service and the level of satisfaction with the GAZ Group product quality has been assessed, as well as the quality of the feedback between the manufacturer and the consumers. Assessed was also the consumers’ willingness to purchase vehicles of this manufacturer, the sales promotion measures, exercising the major effect on potential consumers. Among the recognized characteristics which serve as a basis for consumer orientation while purchasing commercial vehicles were the technical characteristics, the price, the operating conditions and the operating economy. Among the basic “problem components” of the GAZ brand commercial vehicles, the respondents identified the internal-combustion engine, the car body (paint and lacquer coating), the material quality, etc. The study results, presented in the article, have a practical value and could be used for the GAZ brand commercial vehicle promotion and improvement program development.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Russian Federation automotive products market analyses suggests that the stock reserve will not last long, and new vehicle batches may be coming to dealerships at new prices [7]. The automakers are not in a hurry to raise their rates; however, the factors affecting the market are unpredictable for players [20]. The automotive market has stopped at the threshold of big changes: a new round of economic sanctions have put into question the car sales in the long term [5,10,18]. Based on opinion of ‘AUTOSTAT’ analytical center expert, Mr. Azat Timerkhanov: ‘Even a simple escalation of tension may result in a consumer activity drop. Presently, our forecast remains the same: new car sales in 2018 will grow by 10% [1]’ Dealers have confirmed that people are developing interest towards cars and the demand has been warmed up. In case of an unfavorable economic scenario development the price increase will happen in May-June, as within two months most of the dealers will exhaust their warehouse stocks, and the cars will be sold out based on the old price lists [1,2]. ‘It is possible that the vehicle cost would change as these are in the supply process but not yet delivered to the dealer,’ noted Ms. Sidorina. However, right now the dealers do not see the prerequisites for the price to boost [1].

Separately, it is worth mentioning the dynamically developing automotive industry of the countries of Central and Eastern Europe, actively supported by foreign capital and industrial policies of these countries, whose share in European car production grew from 5 to 20% and acquired an export-oriented nature [3,15,16,17,19,21].

In order to raise ‘OIC’ LLC product’s competitiveness both at domestic and export market, there’s a need first and foremost in determining the consumer requirements to this type of product, continuously exercising efforts to improve the product and the service quality in parallel [6,9,14] A questionnaire, based on Google Application Form, consisting of 20 questions has been drawn up in order to determine the requirements to commercial vehicles. This questionnaire could be provisionally divided into 3 parts: details of respondents, degree of satisfaction with GAZ brand vehicle (GAZelle Next, GAZelle Business, Sobol, Valdai, Sadko, GAZon Next) quality and consumer requirements to a commercial vehicle.

The objectives of the marketing study performed are as follows: consumer market segmentation, study of the main shortcomings of the existing range of products, determining customer degree of satisfaction with the quality of GAZ brand cars, determining the attitude of consumers towards the products of the GAZ brand (positive, negative), as well as identifying consumer preferences.
The study provides the most complete and valuable, from consumer’s point of view, information about the consumer properties of commercial vehicles, as well as the data for the formation of the most successful advertising campaign arguments, selection of the most suitable middlemen.

The main task of the study performed is to take into account the consumer requirements when developing or upgrading a commercial vehicle, to analyze the shortcomings identified during operation and the underlying causes, thus making it possible for the GAZ Group to bring its products to a new level of quality and to improve the competitiveness of the enterprise. 100 persons took part in the marketing study performed. All of them were GAZ brand car owners. 73% of these are in the cargo transportation business, 7% of these deal with passenger transportation, 20% - are engineers, in the construction and electrical business, using their vehicles for professional equipment and materials transporting, 80% of the respondents use GAZ brand vehicles to gain a commercial profit and 20% of these use the vehicles for personal needs (hunting, fishing, transporting of personal items.) The age of 72% of the respondents is within the range of 26-45, of 18% - in the range of 18-25 and only 10% of the respondents are older than 46.

The questionnaire survey results have demonstrated that the most popular among GAZ brand vehicles are GAZelle Business, Sobol, and GAZelle Next. This outcome is supported by the automotive industry statistical data: based on the results of 2011, ‘Gazelle Business’ vehicle was declared a Russian market sales leader, GAZelle Next in the corresponding segment, and Sobol vehicle boasts a special popularity among the entrepreneurs and the alfresco active rest adherents and has got a great amount of positive feedback [1,8]. The less popular vehicles are: GAZon Next (10%), Valdai (7%), and Sadko (2%).

The cars of 41% of the respondents have been in operation for over 3 years, 35% - less than 3 years and 24%— less than a year. As we can see, the difference in values does not exceed 15%, therefore it can be concluded that currently the sales volumes are lower than in the previous years. The reason for this could be both the country’s economic and political climate, consumers’ dissatisfaction with the car quality, and a negative attitude towards GAZ brand. Attention should be paid to this issue while developing a new product in order to determine the required set of work, namely, whether it suffices to improve the technical performance or it is necessary to change or improve the required set of work, namely, whether it suffices to improve the technical and operational performance.

The important estimate of the product competitiveness is the consumer degree of satisfaction with this product. The study showed that only 12% of the respondents are completely satisfied with their car quality, 16%— are not totally satisfied and 72% of the respondents are not satisfied with their car quality at all. When asked about the drawbacks of their cars, 52% of the respondents replied that there were some drawbacks and only 5% of them said that there were none. The study results have demonstrated a low level of GAZ brand vehicle quality. The basic reason behind the low quality level according to the respondents’ opinion is the low technical performance (61%) and factory flaws (25%), also there is a factor of bad maintenance (4%).

The study has brought to light that the number of consumers who applied to the car service or repair less than in 6 months is greater than the number of ones who apply to the service station on a regular basis. However, the gap between them is 11% and the number of consumers who applied to the service station more than a year ago is only 17%. Based on the data stated, one can put a satisfactory mark for GAZ brand vehicles quality, thus discrediting the competitiveness of GAZ Group of companies. Based on the 5-point scale, the respondents evaluated GAZ brand vehicle quality in the manner as follows: 4 points - 44%, 3 points - 36%, 5 points - 9%, 2 points - 6%, 1 point - 5%. The estimates of the major and successful automobile manufacturers’ cars shall be ranked in the manner, as follows: 5-80%, 4-20%. The estimates with 1,2,3 points are undesirable. The GAZ Group products have insufficient quality for a successful company. When studying consumer satisfaction with the manufacturer feedback, namely, the GAZ Group, ‘OIC’ LLC, the number of dissatisfied (26.8%) and not totally satisfied (32%) respondents cumulatively exceeds the number of respondents (41.2%) satisfied with the feedback.

The results of the study show that the majority of respondents (56%) repair their commercial vehicles on their own, 36% of respondents apply to dealer’s car service, and the remaining 8% prefer to service their cars at the automotive service centers of the city. Therefore, it can be concluded that cars should be serviceable, car components and mechanisms should have easy access for repair.

Only 14 persons out of 100 are ready to buy a commercial vehicle, 63 are not ready, and 23 are not sure enough. Consequently, 37 persons out of 100 are potential buyers of a commercial vehicle. In order to attract customers and increase sales volumes it is required to identify measures to stimulate sales, which are better able to influence the potential customers: the potential clients are mostly influenced by the following incentive measures: the warranty period increase (76%), additional free services (71%), discounts (55%), recycling program (29%), to a lesser degree: bonus programs (11%), gifts (9%), discount programs (6%).

The basic part of the study was aimed at studying the consumer current requirements to a commercial vehicle. The data obtained should be synthesized, and an analysis of the possibility of consumer requirements manifestation in the new product should be made [4,13]. First of all, it is necessary to determine what the potential customer is guided by when choosing a commercial vehicle, in order to direct efforts on improving or radically changing the product consumer properties. The results of the study show that when buying a commercial vehicle, a potential customer focuses on technical characteristics and quality, price, operating conditions, and to a lesser extent on aesthetic and psychological characteristics (prestige, appearance, compartment interior decoration), according to figure 1. When developing a new product, one shall take into account the data obtained, take measures to improve the vehicle technical characteristics, performance, as well as the measures to reduce the cost of the car by optimizing production [11,12].
Let’s see in detail the vehicle characteristics that are of interest to consumers, as well as the price range within which consumers are ready to purchase a commercial vehicle (figure 2). As we can see, "air conditioning" and "heated seats" options have the least number of votes, so they will not be included in the concept of a new product (commercial vehicle). The "immobilizer" option does not interest consumers, but the presence of this option is prescribed by the requirements of UNECE regulation No. 97, so these can’t be ignored. The results of the study showed that the majority of consumers (61%) are ready to buy a commercial vehicle within one million rubles limits, 38% of consumers - within 1.5 million rubles limits. Only 1% of respondents said that they are ready to buy a commercial vehicle for more than 1.5 million rubles - the complete package of respondents said that they are ready to buy a commercial vehicle within one million rubles limits, 38% of consumers - within 1.5 million rubles limits. Only 1% of respondents said that they are ready to buy a commercial vehicle for more than 1.5 million rubles - the complete package of respondents said that they are ready to buy a commercial vehicle within one million rubles limits, 38% of consumers - within 1.5 million rubles limits. Only 1%

According to the respondents’ opinion, the engines installed in GAZ brand commercial vehicles are the principal problem elements (68% of respondents). The least complaints were about the "brake control" element (2%) and the design of cars (3%). The "transmission" (8%), "suspension" (7%), "steering" (5%), "electrical equipment" (7%) elements have gained about the same level of the respondents’ assessments.

II. CONCLUSION

After we have completed the market study, we can now picture the concept of the new commercial vehicle – the product of ‘OIC’ LLC. The developers are faced with the following tasks: improve the technical characteristics of the car (fuel consumption, dynamics and power, weight), ground clearance (clearance), turning radius and other parameters), a possibility of installing the options listed in the table as well as the use of quality materials. Currently, the main problem when developing a new commercial vehicle is the internal combustion engine installation issue, as for the new internal combustion engine upgrading or development, there is not enough both financial and labor resources. Whereas, the imported engine installation would result in the product cost increase, which is undesirable. However, if such an engine installation helps to meet the customers’ requirements, thus increasing the company competitiveness, then this solution will be optimal in this situation.
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